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Adding Adaptive Clocking
Support to TI JTAG Emulators
What is Adaptive Clocking?
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the optimum TCK rate.
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emulators is that they will have trouble

positive side-effect to this mechanism is that

synchronizing the data with the adaptive

any delays introduced by the JTAG cable are

clocking cores. For example, if the emulator

automatically taken into consideration.

has a 12 MHz TCK and the OMAP core is
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In this approach, the sampling of RTCK is
best performed by a dual-edge D-Flip Flop
(DFF) to avoid halving the frequency of the
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therefore strongly desired.

resulting TCK, which would confuse those
emulators that measure it. Due to the added
delay imposed by the DFF, the maximum
TCK rate will be somewhat lower, but will still

The Inverter Approach

be compatible with non-adaptive clocking

The simplest solution is to have the emulator

targets, which is its major advantage.

invert each RTCK edge to produce the next
TCK edge (Figure 2).
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Internally, the adaptive clocking mechanism is

ETCK and the target core clock introduces an

implemented as a multi-stage synchronizer

inevitable jitter on the produced TCK.

consisting of several D-Triggers (Figure 1)

jitter (with a maximum value of 0.5TETCK) is

synchronizing the TCK to the core clock of the
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target (as well as transferring all other JTAG
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JTAG Emulator Implementation

or 4 in OMAP cores at this time. RTCK is the
output from the last D-trigger and is typically

The main advantage of this approach is its
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ability to reach a TCK rate very close to the
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TI OMAP5912 processor with an ARM926EJ-

As seen in Figure 5, the add-on adapter board

used in Figure 6 to the same target, but using

S core running at 192, 96, 48 and 12 MHz as

also addresses a test reset (TRST) issue

an adaptive clocking add-on board. Now the

the adaptive clocking target.

found with XDS510™-class emulators built

TCK is throttled by RTCK to meet the

The emulators had their TCK-related logic

around

requirements of the target.
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These units have total delay, tD = 15 ns (logic
delay of 13 ns and line delay of 2 ns).
The maximum TCK for the OMAP5912
running at 192 MHz should have been
fCORE/6, or 32 MHz, but on accounting for
the logic and line delays, we recalculated the
actual maximum fTCK of OMAP5912 to be
19.2 MHz.
The Inverter Approach produced a jitter-free
TCK at 12 MHz.
The

dependent on the TBC device and use one of
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produced a 12-MHz TCK along with the
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jitter.

functioned

The issue appears in emulators that are

However,

correctly

this

with

design
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clocking targets, achieving similar maximum
TCK frequencies as non-adaptive clocking
emulators.

its pins to handle the TRST signal.

The

problem occurs when some OMAP targets
(e.g. OMAP DM320) stop their RTCK signal
the moment TRST is asserted.

Since the

TBC is clocked by RTCK, it will halt, keeping
TRST asserted indefinitely and producing a
deadlock.

The adapter board solves this

condition by connecting the emulator’s TCK to
TCK_RET during assertion of TRST.

Adapter Board Implementation
We also implemented the trigger-inverter
approach in a commercially available add-on
adapter board (Blackhawk Adaptive TCK) that
enables adaptive clocking for any TI JTAG
emulator lacking this capability (Figure 4).

This

feature of the adapter board does not affect
emulators that do not use a TBC pin to handle
the TRST signal, such as the XDS560™.

RTCK (lower waveform) on an adaptive
being

debugged

by

an

emulator that does not support adaptive
clocking.

JTAG

performance

and

data

integrity on today’s TI OMAP platform is
subject to handling the adaptive clocking
feature of these cores.
The adaptive clocking feature allows for
automatic setting of the optimal TCK rate in
the system under test. However, support for
this highly useful feature is lacking in JTAG
emulators for TI DSPs currently on the
market.

by directly incorporating the adaptive clocking

Figure 6 shows TCK (upper waveform) and
target

Maximum

Our goal was to correct this deficiency, both

Timing Analysis

clocking

Conclusion

As the diagram

shows, the

logic into Blackhawk™ JTAG emulators and
by developing an add-on board that allows
non-adaptive clocking emulators to handle
adaptive clocking, thereby preserving current
investments.

emulator-supplied TCK is not adapted to the
target RTCK speed requirements, forcing the
latter to miss some of its edges.
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Figure 5 shows the fundamental logic of the
adapter.
Since fast low-voltage CMOS (LVC) logic was
used for this implementation, the emulator
reaches TCK frequency very close to the
OMAP5912’s theoretical maximum of 19.2
MHz.
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present.
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jitter

was
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The adapter board also functions

correctly with non-Adaptive TCK targets at
frequencies as high as 64 MHz.

Figure 7 shows the correct operation, which
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